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THE OLD RED SANDSTONE

of

SHETLAND.

I. INTRODUCTION.

The exact horizon occupied by the Shetland

strata of Old Red Sandstone age, and their consequent

relation to the corresponding series in the North

of Scotland, have long been subjects of considerable

speculation and much uncertainty. While their

resemblance to the flagstones of Caithness and

Orkney was generally recognised, more definite

palaeontological evidence was required for

correlation purposes, and the barrenness of the

islands in this respect has been commented on again

and again. Up to quite recent years the only

fossil remains found in Shetland were fragmentary

plant/
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plant remains of doubtful affinities, and the small

crustacean Estheria membranacea;^ the abundant
ichthyolites which characterise, the beds of Caithness

and Orkney seemed here to be wanting, and the dearth

of evidence is reflected in the conservative and

guarded opinions as to the position to be assigned

to them.

On the evidence of the "Corduroy" Stems

from the sandstones of the Knab near Lerwick,

described by Sir Joseph Hooker in 1853, (5), and

the occurrence in the same beds of Estheria

membranacea, Sir Roderick Murchison (8) considered

the Lerwick sandstones to be the equivalents of the

Elgin, Burghead, Tarbet Ness, and Dunnet Head strata,

all of which he regarded as belonging to the

uppermost member of the Old Red Sandstone. Later,

after a visit to the islands, his observations there

led him to state that there could be little doubt

that the sandstones of Bressay as well as the

Lerwick beds occupied a position in the Upper

Division/
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Division of the series (9).

Sir Archibald Geikie in his paper on the

Old Red Sandstone of F/estern Europe (4) examined

the fossil evidence; mainly on lithological

grounds, and particularly from the resemblance of
the volcanic rocks to those occurring in the Lower

Old Red (Caledonian) of Scotland, he included the

Shetland beds in the lower division of his twofold

system. He mentions the interesting fact,

communicated to him by Dr. Heddle, of the occurrence

of ichthyolites in the quarries of Bressay — the

first instance on record of the discovery of fossil

fishes in Shetland.

The most complete account of the geology

of the islands appeared in 1879 and subsequent

years when a series of papers appeared in which

Drs. Peach and Home gave the results of their

investigations (10, ll). While studying the

glacial geology of the islands, they described the

general stratigraphy of the sedimentary and

metamorphic/
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metamorphic rocks, and in particular the great series

of volcanics occurring in the west of Shetland.

Perhaps the most important result of their work was

to show that the altered strata of the Walls area

were of Old Red Sandstone age, by the discovery in

them of identifiable plant remains belonging to

known Old Red Sandstone species. They note the

resemblance of the altered sandstones to the upper

beds of Bressay, and following Geikie's subdivision

they state that the whole series belongs to the

lower portion of the Old Red Sandstone (12).
In 1898 Br. Flett examined the sandstones

along the eastern coast of Shetland in an endeavour

to establish by fossil evidence their exact position

in the series. He was successful in unearthing

identifiable, though fragmentary, fish remains on the

shore at Cullingsburgh Voe in Bressay. These were

submitted to Dr. Traquair who described them as new

species of Asterolepis and Holonema. while of the

less satisfactory fragments, one resembled a qcale

of/
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of Holoptychius. and another a plate of Coccosteus.

From this new evidence Flett concludes that the

Shetland beds form a distinct zone in the Old Red

Sandstone, and assigns to it a position at, or near

the base of, the Upper Division of the system (2).
In 1914, on the suggestion of Dr Flett,

I undertook a further examination of the sandstones

of the east coast. This work was interrupted

during the war but lately I was able to resume it,

and so far, two new fossiliferous localities have been

discovered, which have yielded numerous examples of

four "genera of fishes, some in an excellent state of

preservation, and including one, and probably two,

new species. These were identified by Dr. Smith

Woodward who undertook to describe those new to

science.

The areas to which attention is more

particularly directed in this thesis are the

unaltered sandstones along the eastern seaboard, and

the Walls area to the south of St. Magnus Bay. The

islands/
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islands in the Bay and the stretch of country lying

to the -north were visited, hut the time available

was wholly inadequate for a detailed examination of

what is a very complex region. It is proposed to

continue that work, but until the area is thoroughly

examined the description given of the numerous

specimens collected for comparison must be regarded

as provisional. The mapping of that area here

reproduced is after Peach and Home (ll, 12).

II- DISTRIBUTION.

The metamorphic series forming the

central ridge or axis of the Shetlands is flanked

on east and west by Old Red Sandstone deposits of

very different types. The eastern area consists of

the typical sandstones rendered familiar by the

descriptions of Hugh Miller, Murchison, Geikie, and

the Geological Survey, of the rocks of the North of

Scotland. This area forms a narrow border along
the eastern coast, extending from Rova Head, a

little/
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little to the north of Lerwick,to Sumburgh Head, a

distance of 23 miles. Including the adjacent

islands of Bressay and Noss, the greatest breadth

is about 7 miles, but its continuity is much

interrupted by arms of the sea; isolated fragments

occur at Quarff, Fladdabister, Cunningsburgh and

Sandwich, the largest masses being at the extreme

north and south. Including the islands of Bressay,

Noss,and Mousa which are of Old Red Sandstone, the

area occupied is about 40 square miles.

In the west its extent is much greater.

The districts of Walls, Sandness, Sandsting and

Aithsting consist largely of sediments so highly
altered and metamorphosed that they were long

believed to be of earlier date. Unaltered strata

occur at Melby and in Papa Stour, while the rocks

of the islands in St. Magnus Bay, and of the

region to the north of it are composed almost

entirely of volcanic and intrusive igneous rocks of

Old Red Sandstone age. Finally the former greater

extension/
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extension of the Old Red of this region is shown by-

two small but magnificent remnants — Fair Isle,

half-way between Orkney and Shetland, and Foula, 18

miles to the west of Walls. Including the adjacent

islands the total area occupied by the Old Red

Sandstone of Shetland is about 150 square miles.

The coast scenery to which strata of the

Old Red Sandstone give rise has been often

described, and fine examples are to be seen

everywhere around the Shetland coasts. The eastern

and western limits are marked by two tremendous

cliff sections, the Noup of Moss 592 feet high

(PI. VIII. Fig. l), and the Kame of Foula, a

magnificent precipice rising 1220 feet above sea

level (PI. VIII. Fig. 2). Many other fine cliffs
»

occur, but dwarfed by comparison. Everywhere they

are hollowed and caverned at their bases, pierced

by natural arches, cleft into narrow, winding "geos",
and cut off into isolated columns, stacks, and

skerries. Deep caves, long subterranean passages,

and/
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"kirns" are of frequent occurrence. "Kirns" are

vertical shafts often at considerable distance from

the sea, with which they communicate by a narrow,

underground passage. They originate in what are

called locally "blowholes". By wave action a cave

is formed along a joint, or weaker band of strata.

During storms and high tides, the action of the

breakers is intensified by the compression of the

confined air, and on the retreat of the wave, the

expanding air drives out the water in a cloud of

spray. According to the nature of the overlying

strata, a narrow "geo" or an underground passage

may result, in the latter case sooner or later a

point is reached where the roof is dislodged,

forming a funnel shaped pit or "kirn", at the bottom

of which the water swirls and foams. Fine examples

occur in Fair Isle (Kirn of Scroo, Holes of the

Reeva), in Sandwick (Kirn oT Gumliewick), in Papa

Stour (Christie's Hole), and in Northmaven (Holes

of Scraada).

Indeed/
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Indeed the feature which impresses the

observer most strongly is the enormous erosive power

of a stormy sea, and the rate at which erosion goes

on. Sir Archibald Geikie has described its effects

as seen in the island of Papa Stour (4)j Fair Isle

forms a no less impressive example. Exposed on

every side to the full fury of the open sea, and

swept by turbulent currents, the structure of the

island renders it peculiarly liable to attack. It

consists mainly of sandstone, with occasional softer

shaly beds, and these have been upturned till they

rest almost on their edges, the prevalent dip being

from 60° to 70° a little S. of E. The sea

excavates along the line of softer beds, forming

long underground passages sometimes piercing through
the headlands as at Sheep Craig. Yifhole slices of

strata are thus cut off, and are rapidly washed away.

Sheep Craig itself easily accessible from the

mainland a few generations ago, is now almost

completely severed, while the Round Reeva, a "kirn"

to/
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to within a few years ago, is now a deep narrow geo.

The island of Foula presents similar features, but

the rate of erosion is much less rapid in this case,

owing to the low inclination of the beds.

III. STRATIGRAPHY.

(a). Eastern Area.

Peach and Home (10) established the

following sequence in descending order:-

(5). Bressay Flagstones.

(4). Lerwick Sandstones.

(3). Rova Head Conglomerate.

(2). Brindister Flags.

(l). Basement Breccia.

While these divisions correspond to well-marked

lithological types, it is not always possible to

draw a definite line between the various members

of/

» The Brenista Flags of Peach and Home, and so
spelt on the Admiralty Chart. On the Ordnance
Survey Map the correct spelling is given(Ic. brinda. or brenda. burnt).
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of the series. ;

Faulting. Along almost the whole of their

course the sandstones are thrown down against the

schists by a fault, which is well seen in several

coast sections. Its course inland across the hills

is much obscured by moorland, but the junction is

visible often enough and the features so apparent

that its direction may be mapped with considerable

accuracy. It runs from Rova Head across the hills

where it may' be seen crossing the Lerwick-Scalloway

road, and thence southwards to the Long Lochs, west

of Gulberwick. Here it turns E. S. E. passing

under the sea at the Wick of Burland. It strikes

the coast again at Ocraquoy, and from here southwards

its course can be more easily traced till it finally
dies out south of Levenwick. At Spiggie and again

on Little Holm, in Quendale Bay, the basement beds

can be seen resting directly on the granite. The

intervening ground is obscured by blown sand, but

it is probable that no faulting occurs south of

Levenwick.

The/
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The throw of the fault is greatest in the

North, for at Rova Head it is great enough to throw

the conglomerate against the schists, cutting out the

whole of the underlying series. Further south its

throw decreases for at Brindister a series of reddish-

brown flags 2000 feet below the base of the

conglomerate rest partly against the Basement Breccia^
and partly against the schists. This is also true

of the continuation of the fault in Sandwich and

Bunrossness; the Sandwick beds appear to he the

upper part of the Dunrossness series^and the fault

ultimately dies out south of Levenwick. From

Spiggie eastward an unbroken succession is obtained

of beds which resemble in many ways the Lerwick

sandstones, but for reasons given later^they are

here regarded as the southern extension of the

Brindister Series.

The dip of the strata is very uniform in

extent and direction. While there are small local

variations the average dip may be taken as 20° with

a/
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a general south-easterly direction. In the

neighbourhood of faults the dips are high, and the

lines of dislocation marked by crush breccias, but the

beds rapidly flatten out and resume their normal

inclination.

estimate of the total thickness of strata represented

as the succession eastwards is interrupted by faulting.

Besides the boundary fault, two faults occur in the

islands of Bressay and Moss, which throw down the

younger series of Bressay against older rocks to

parallel to each other and to the strata. The west

fault runs from the Hess of Beosetter southwards to

the Voe of Leiraness, thence by Ham to Kirkabister,

apd is accompanied by a crush belt of considerable

extent. It has an easterly hade, and like the

boundary fault its throw must, on lithological

grounds,increase northwards. The Hoss fault has a

0\»l i westerly throw and runs across the western part of

the island from Papil Geo to Whiloquey. The

lithological/

It is not possible to give an exact

east and west. These faults are approximately
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lithological changes on crossing these faults are

very marked; finer-grained flagstones of Bressay

type rest against coarser Lerwick sandstones on the

west, while the latter are repeated in Noss.

In connection with the faulting certain

peculiar nhenomena occurring on both sides of the

Sound of Noss may be discussed. These have been

interpreted (ll) as indicating a vent or series of

vents running in a north-easterly direction from

the Bressay side of the sound, and reappearing on

the western shore of Noss, apparently along a line

of fissure. These vents are filled with an

agglomerate of sandstone blocks sometimes of large

size, and fragments of shale, all indurated and

baked, and coated with a diabasic lava. Wo bombs

occur, nor are there any lava flows in the vicinity,

but a little further north along the shore a bed of

tuff about 7 feet thick occurs among the flags. A

vein of porphyrite running along the margin of the

orifice on the Bressay side was also noted. This

locality/

* Op. cit. pp. 367, 377,
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locality was examined very closely in the hope that

plant fragments might occur among the detritus,hut

so peculiar were the features that an alternative

explanation suggested itself, that the phenomena

are not due to volcanic action, but are crush

breccias produced by movement along the bedding

planes as a result of folding and faulting.

There is no definite evidence that Noss

Sound occupies a line of fracture; the concordant '

dip of the strata on either side of the sound is

against such a supposition. A small fault cuts

along the shore at Rules Ness, but appears to die

out to the south. But there has certainly been

considerable disturbance due to the faulting further

east. The strata consist of grey and reddish

flagstones interbedded here and there with grey

sandy shales and darker mudstones. They lie in a

syncline the axis of which almost coincides with the

outcropping line of crush. The beds 011 the western

side of the sound are rather steeply inclined (an

easterly dip of 30° to 45°); the eastern edge of

the/
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the syncline appears at Nesti Voe, while in the*

intervening ground the strata are somewhat disturbed

with low and changing dip. It is suggested that

on the formation of the syncline there was in places

movement of the sandstones overlying the softer

shales with consequent crushing, and that the "necks"

represent this crushed rock now exposed by

denudation.

In support of this view the following

evidence may be given.

(1). Two crush beds of a grey sandy shale, about

80 yards apart occur on the shore at the Bay of

Cuppa (See Text Fig. l). They dip eastwards at

an angle of 20° and the intervening beds are

much disturbed. Thev consist of a breccia of

small angular fragments in a clayey matrix,and
can only have been formed in the way suggested.

(2). The fault rock on the cliff at Rules Ness

consists of brecciated sandstones in a matrix of

clay. This is comparable to the material in the

supposed necks.

(3)/
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(3). The "tuff" on the shore below Ander Hill

presents some curious features (Plate XI. Figs.

1 - 3). Its lower part consists of fine

comminuted material, such as would be produced

from a shale subjected to crushing. Sandstone

blocks are absent save where an elongated mass

has been pushed, end downv/ards, almost to the

base of the clay. Higher up fragments become

more numerous; towards the top they are very

abundant, while th© overlying sandstones have

been much shattered, and here and there the

clay has been injected along the joints and

cracks.

M. The shattered beds forming the "neck" on

the Bressay shore pass underneath the sandstones

to the east.

I5i« The fragments do not show a much greater

degree of induration than was observed in other

fault breccias. A certain amount of induration

is to be looked for from the mode of formation,

the extent of which may be decided by
microscopic/
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microscopic examination.

M- The complete absence of any evidence of

volcanic activity elsewhere in the eastern area is

a factor which renders difficult of acceptance the

interpretation of the observed phenomena as

volcanic, even of the peculiar type claimed.

Neither bombs nor extrusive lavas are present,

the shape of the "necks" is suggestive, while

the 'Miabasic" material noted and the paste in

which the sandstone fragments are imbedded may

be one and the same — finely comminuted clay.

This is a point, however, on which a definite .

opinion cannot yet be given, as the material has

not been examined microscopically.

Minor faulting occurs in other parts of

the area. A fault hading to the east runs from

Sandlodge to the Geo of Sandwick. It is

accompanied by crushing, and at Sandlodge has been

partly infilled by veins of calcite and siderite

carrying chalcopyrite and other ores of copper and

iron which have been worked from time to time with
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but little success. Again at Scatness in Dunrossness,

a fault cuts across the Mess of Burgi5and throws
down a large mass of conglomerate and pebbly

sandstones, similar to the beds at Rova Head. No

other rock of this type occurs in the southern area.

Basement Breccia. This has been described

by Peach and Home. It is best seen on the shore

between Quarff and Fladdabister where it forms

imposing cliffs, but thins out rapidly when traced

inland. Here it is overlaid by the Brindister

Flags, which dip to the west at a low angle. In

places,as noted by Peach and Home,there is a

certain amount of overlap,and the Flags rest

directly on the schists (10). Masses of breccia

also occur as outliers in the Vale of Quarff and on

the hills to the north, and several fine sections

show the unconformable junction with the old floor

below.

At Spiggie the breccia is largely composed

of the underlying epidotic granite, and everywhere

the/
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the fragments are angular or only slightly rounded.

At Little Holm the sandstones, which are here coarse

red arkoses, rest directly on the weathered surface

of the granite without the intervention of a breccia,

and with a sharply-defined junction. It is worth

noting here that though epidote is a common

constituent of the granite, none was found in the

overlying sandstones.

The Brindister Flags. In this subdivision

are included all the strata between the Basement
*

Breccia and the Rova Head Conglomerate. In the

type section at Brindister the full sequence is not

seen owing to faulting. The lowest beds which

appear there are fine-grained, reddish-brown,

micaceous flagstones adjoining the fault. Beds of

similar type occur at intervals in the series,

indeed, red is the prevalent colour of the

sandstones,but here and there grey and yellowish

coarser beds are interstratified with them. These

at times are pebbly,and become more so as the

sequence/
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sequence is ascended. The Flags pass quite

conformably and rather abruptly into the conglomerate

above. Dipping underneath the Lerwick Sandstones

of the tless of Trebister, fhQy are brought up again

by a small anticlinal fold, the eastern limb of which

forms the Ness of Sound. Here a fossiliferous bed

of limestone occurs repeated by small reversed

f ault s,

Beds similar to those at Brindister occupy

the peninsula of Helliness, but the strata of

Sandwich and Dunrossness resting on the Breccia

present different lithological characters. A

thickness of 4500 feet of strata is-seen in

Dunrossness,more than double that of the series at

Brindister. At Spiggie just above the Breccia a

thin series of red micaceous flagstones occurs,

recalling some of the Brindister bands. These are

followed by.a thick succession of coarse sandstones

and arkoses which become gritty and pebbly towards

Boddam, and ""may even pass locally into thin bands of

conglomerate/
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conglomerate as on the shore below Clumlie. On

following the succession along the shore from
Boddam a reverse change takes place. Conglomerate

bands disappear, pebbly layers become less and less

frequent, the sandstones become finer and merge into

argillaceous sandstones, calcareous shales^and

impure limestones. Generally there is an

alternation or rhythmic succession in the

sedimentation, though at times abrupt changes take

place. The occurrence of calcareous bands towards

the top of the sequence is important not only for

the fossil remains they have yielded, but also

because they point to a peculiar set of conditions
and consequent type of deposit, which was prevalent

over the whole area. Beds of limestone occur at

the Shingly Geo, near Exnaboe/, in Mousa,running
a A.

across the island, and on the promontory of the

Ness of Sound. Of these the Shingly Geo limestone

is the most important, as it is the most calcareous,

and has yielded the richest collection of fish

remains./
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remains. It is about 12 feet thick, bluish-black in

colour, and at its base it is somewhat sandy, and

abundantly ripplemarked. - Higher up it is finely

laminated from successive layers of granular calcite

and a dark bituminous substance, and the weathered

rock splits readily into thin laminae.

Microscopically it consists of granular calcite

which tends in the vicinity of the bituminous

laminae to develop larger crystals showing cleavage.

A variable amount of finely divided quartz is

mingled with the calcite. The Mousa limestone is

somewhat similar, but is only about 3 feet thick.

It is nodular at its base, but so far has yielded

no fossils. The Ness of Sound beds are' much less

calcareous. Like the Mousa limestone, it has a

nodular lower portion, the nodules containing a

scale, or other fish fragment. It occurs a short

distance below the conglomerate, and is sandwiched

in between two massive coarse sandstones.

These beds seem to be local in their

development/
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development, at any rate their outcrops cannot be

traced for any distance. Their composition

suggests that they originated as chemical precipitates/

in enclosed or partly enclosed basins, through

concentration produced by periods of aridity, or

brought about by interaction with other substances

(humous, bituminous?). At the Shingly Geo the

fish remains appear throughout the limestone, but in

the lower layers they are fragmentary, often masses

of scales. In the upper portion of the rock, they

are particularly abundant in certain layers; their

number, their position in the rock, and their

excellent preservation suggest that they were killed

off by the unfavourable conditions, and quickly

buried where they fell.

The beds which overlie the limestone in

Dunrossness are much finer, more argillaceous and

calcareous than those below. In these argillaceous

beds, plant fragments are common, but so badly

macerated that their identification is doubtful;

dichotomous/
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dichotomous branching is common, and they are probably

fragments of Psilophyton princeps. In this as well

as in other respects they resemble the Sandwich beds,

where the abundance of plant fragments was noted by

Sir A. Geikie (4,).

The correlation of the Dunrossness strata

with the Brindister series is somewhat doubtful.

They differ very considerably in their lithological

characters, although much weight need not be

attached to such variations. More important is the

occurrence towards the top of the sequence of the
'

fish-bearing horizons, the faulted conglomerate at

the Ness of Burgi, and the relation of the whole

series to the Basement Breccia. This correlation

is given provisionally, however, until the fossil

remains of the Ness of Sound are better known.

Rova Head Conglomerate. The type section

is seen at Rova Head where massive beds occur

interstratified with thin irregular beds of coarse,

gritty sandstones. As it is folloxved southwards

along/
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along the shore, the conglomeratic beds become
thinner and the interbedded sandstones thicker so

that a definite line cannot be drawn between the

conglomerate and the Lerwick Sandstones into which

it insensibly passes. The north-easterly strike

of the strata carries the conglomerate across the

sound, and the uppermost beds appear in the North¬

west corner of Bressay. It also forms a marked

feature on the hills from Rova Head to Gulberwick.

At the head of the bay there it dips underneath

the Lerwick sandstones at Trebister, and is brought

up again, along with the Brindister Flags in the

north of the Ness of Sound (Pldte IX. Fig. l).

conglomerate also occurs at Scatness (Ness of Burgi)
where it is faulted down against the sandstones of

the Brindister series (Plate IX. Fig. 2).

A small patch of typical Rova Head

The conglomerate decreases in thickness

as it is followed southwards;, and its constituents
p

also vary. North of Lerwick, well-rounded

s/j
p

boulders/
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boulders of quartzite upwards of 2 feet in diameter

make up the bulk of the rock, the remainder

consisting of smaller boulders of granite, gneiss

and mica schist, embedded in a gritty and sandy

matrix of similar detrital materials. As it is

followed along the hills quartzite boulders decrease

with a corresponding increase in the granitic and

gneissic constituents, while south eastwards there

is a gradual diminution in the size of the boulders.

The Ness of Burgi fragment consists of small pebbles

of quartzite, gneiss, granite and mica schist with

narrow bands of gritty sandstone, and resembles the

upper part of the conglomerate as seen in the

north-west of Bressay.

Lerwick Sandstones. The conglomerate

passes gradually into the Lerwick sandstones

through a series of coarse gritty sandstones with

layers and nest of pebbles. As we ascend the serie

the pebbly nature of the strata changes and finer

sandstones and freestones appear.. Traced eastwards

their/
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their continuity is broken by the Beosetter-

Kirk&bister fault, and the lowest beds on crossing

this fault are to be found on the southern shore of

Bressay, where they form the prominent cliffs of

The Ord, the Giant's Leg and the Bard. Here they

consist of massive well-bedded sandstones, without

pebbles, grey to red in colour with occasional bands

of reddish-brown, all dipping to the N.E. at angles

of from 14° to 24°. As they are followed along the

eastern cliffs of Bressay the dip gradually swings

round to the southeast, and the sandstones become

finer-grained, more argillaceous, with numerous clajr

galls, and micaceous slaty bands are met with. The

series thus insensibly assumes the lithological

characters of the overlying Bressay Flagstones.

The strata lying to the east of the fault

in Noss must on lithological grounds be regarded as

the equivalents of part of the Lerwick sandstones.

Just east of the fault the beds dip to the south-east

at a low angle (5°). They hejre consist of grey to
red coarse gritty sandstones with abundant

pebbles/
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pebbles, and occasional thin conglomeratic bands,

recalling the top of the conglomerate seen in the

north-west of Bressay. Red ferruginous layers occur

with numerous worm-casts. As the cliff of Moss is

reached the dip gradually increases to 20° and

swings round to a little east of South. The strata

so well displayed in the Noup of Moss are typically

those of the Bard and the Giant's Leg, of which,

lithologically at least, they appear to be the

equivalents.

Bressay Flagstones. It is doubtful whether

these should be regarded as a separate series, or

as the upper part of the Lerwick Sandstones, which

as they become finer and more argillaceous gradually

assume the fissile,flaggy characters of the

uppermost beds. The distinct change seen in

crossing the fault at Beosetter is not so apparent

when the strata are followed round the south of the

island. The beds to the east of the fault at

Beosetter dip to the east at a high angle (60° to

70°) but/
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but they rapidly flatten out to an average dip of

about 25°. Pebbles so common west of the fault occur

very rarely, and in place of coarse, gritty sandstones,

thin bedded red and grey micaceous flagstones occur,

with here and there a pebbly layer or coarse gritty

false-bedded sandstone. Some of the flagstones are

so markedly micaceous and fissile that they have been

largely quarried for roofing slates as at Aithness.

As the eastern shore is approached strata of blue

and grey shale are interbedded with the sandstones,
and in some of these abundant plant fragments are

met with. The highest beds in the series are seen

on the shores of the Sound of Noss.

Sir A. Geikie estimates the total thickness

of the Old Red of Shetland at about 5000 feet. He

measured however along a section from Rova Head to

the Noup of Noss thus omitting the whole of the

Brindister Series and duplicating the Lerwick

sandstones of Noss. If the correlation here

given is correct, that estimate will have to be

considerably/
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considerably increased. Putting the average dip

at 20° and making no allowance for strata cut out

by faulting, at least 10,000 feet of strata are

represented.

The chief points to be noted from the

microscopic sections of these sandstones are the

variable and unsorted nature of the grains in the

coarser sandstones, an indication of rapid

accumulation, while the angularity of the grains,

even when of considerable size,is characteristic of

the whole series. The felspars (except microcline)
are all greatly weathered and stained with iron.

Another point worth noting is the scarcity of heavy

mineral ingredients, magnetite being the only

common mineral, and tourmaline occurring very rarely.

In this respect, as we shall see, the sandstones of

the eastern area differ widely- from those of Walls

which will now be described.

M- Western Area.

It has been stated that the
i

sandstones/
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sandstones of the western area are so altered that

they were regarded as forming part of the metamorphic
series. The only unaltered strata directly

comparable with those in the east lie in the north¬

west corner of Sandness, around Melby. They

consist of thick, coarse,false-bedded sandstones

(Melby Freestone),interbedded with finer argillaceous

sandstones and thin grey and blue shales.

Frequently these shales contain abundant calcareous

nodules. No fossils have been found in them beyond

the plant fragments so common throughout the

Shetland Old Red. They dip towards the S. E. at an

average angle of 20° but as the great boundary fault

which separates them from the altered sandstones is
o

approached,the dip rapidly increases to 70 , and the

fault is marked by a highly confused and shattered

belt.

The Melby sandstones are similar to those

of Foula (q. v.),and with them are probably on the

same horizon as the Lerwick Sandstones.

The altered sandstones which occupy most

of/
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of the western area present quite different characters.

They are fine-grained, compact, thick-bedded sandstones,

grev to blue-black in colour, and frequently show

a finely laminated appearance due to the layers of

heavy minerals which occur in them. The fineness of

grain gradually disappears towards the north where

coarser strata occur, and where occasionally small

isolated pebbles of quartzite are found. The only

occurrence of a true pebble bed is at the North Voe

of Glousta,where a thick bed of pebbly grit underlaid

by tuff, cuts across the Muckle Head, and reappearing

at the head of the Voe,strikes across the hills

north of Glousta Loch. Apart from these instances,

one cannot fail to be struck by the prevalent fine-

grained nature of the sediments over such a great
■

thickness of strata. The sandstones are

interstratified with grey and blue shales which are

very calcareous and may pass into impure limestones,

as at Watsness,where a bed of hard blue limestone

occurs on the shore, very similar to those in the

east. It has yielded no fossils.

Faulting/
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Faulting. These altered sediments are

thrown against the older rocks to the north and east

by powerful boundary faults. The northern fault

can be traced practically along its whole course, as

the bare nature of the ground shows numerous ice-worn

exposures of gneiss and sandstone in close

juxtaposition. From the Bay of Deepdale, where the

altered strata rest against the Melby Old Red, the

fault pursues a general easterly course to Brindister

Voe, where it swings to the N. E. and passes up the

Uyea Sound to join the N. and S. fault in Papa

Little. As it cuts across numerous voes and

headlands in its course, the fault junction can be

seen in several sections; in some cases, as at the

Voe of Snarraness, it is accompanied by a wide
*

shatter belt, while in other places (e.g. the gorge

west of Longa Water), sandstone and gneiss are in

close proximity. The course of the eastern

boundary fault is more obscure; it runs approximately

north and south from the West shore of Aith Voe to

oeli Voe, and thence by Reawick to Beepdale,
where/
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where the granite is brought into apposition with
the metamorphic rocks. An intensely crushed zone

marks the course of this fault.

A line of fault with a southerly throw

running from the head of Brindister Voe to Sulma

Water is indicated by the manner in which the

strata strike against each other along that line.

On the north side of the fault the strata dip at a

high angle (70° to 80°) to the S. E. while on the

south side there is a southwesterly dip of about

45°. The fault seems to die out to east and west;

at any rate its effects could not be traced

further. It is well seen on the western shore of

Brindister Voe, and its line partly coincides with

an intrusive felsite (p.79 ). Numerous small faults

were observed at several places along the shore, and

it is probable that in a region so highly disturbed

and folded, systematic mapping will reveal faulting

on a considerable scale.-

A traverse along the western shore from

the Bay of Deepdale to Vaila Sound indicates a

simple/
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simple type of folding — a deep synclinal trough,

the axis of which runs inland from the Voe of

Footabrough in a north-easterly direction.

Speaking generally this is true, but when examined

in detail the folding is much more varied and

intense than such a statement would indicate. On

the northern side of the syncline the dips are high,

from 70° to 85°, on the southern side they are much

lower, 45° to 65°. Several minor plications,

however, occur along the axis of the syncline, and

in the hills northeast of the village of Walls,

the movement has been so great as to produce fan-

shaped structure (Section 3). Eastward the syncline

broadens out into a shallow basin, with a general

inward dip which eventually - swings round to the west.

The contrast between the Walls sandstones

and those from other parts of the islands is very

striking. The former have been converted into

compact, hard greywackes, breaking with a splintery

fracture, while the shales have been hardened,and

in many cases puckering and slaty cleavage have been

superinduced. Microscopically they are for the

most/
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most part fine-grained, even-grained rocks, with

heavy minerals common, in some specimens forming a

considerable proportion of the rock. The constituent

quartz and felspars consist of angular, generally

elongated grains, disposed with their long axes

parallel to the/bedding. Heavy minerals are

arranged in frequent laminae, and include tourmaline,

apatite, zircon, sphene, magnetite, epidote, and

rutile. In the North of Walls (lower in the series),

where the sandstones are coarser, larger, well-

rounded grains of quartz occur in a finer angular

matrix, and this is accompanied by a decrease in the

heavy mineral content; the sandstones here approach

more closely to the eastern (and Ivielby) type.

Calcite is of frequent occurrence, many of the

sandstones and most of the shales effervescing

freely with acid, and microscopic sections show that

the calcite occurs both as cement and as crystalline

granules and aggregates throughout the rock. The

hardness of the rock is due to the change which has

taken/
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taken place in the cementing material. The original

clay has been converted into a fibrous, green

chloritic material, which contains granules of

quartz and shreds of biotite. Where contact

metamorphism has been effective,as in the aureole

bordering the granite, this green substance

disappears and gives place to biotite.

From the great difference in their

microscopic characters it will be seen that the

resemblances between the Walls sandstones and the

Bressay flagstones are superficial, and that they

can hardly be correlated, There are indeed no rocks

in Shetland with which they can be compared. They

may possibly belong to a younger member of the

series, but in the absence of more definite

palaeontological evidence, their position in the Old

Red must remain uncertain.

To account for the metamorphism produced

in these sediments two explanations are suggested.

It will be shown presently that the area has been

invaded/
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invaded by an intrusive sheet of granite, which at

varying depths seems to underlie it everywhere, and

offshoots from which, in the forms of sills and

dykes, reach the surface in great numbers. It will

also be shown that from the contact outwards a

gradually diminishing degree of change has been

nroduced in the sandstones until a low grade of

metamorphism is reached which is fairly uniform

within the area enclosed by the great boundary faults.

The effects of the intrusion might therefore be

considered a sufficient explanation of the

metamorphism, but we are then at a loss to account

for the unaltered condition of the Melby and Papa

Stour sandstones. Presumably they ought also to

show the effects of thermal agents, more particularly

as they are themselves invaded by sheets of felsite
of considerable size. On the other hand the

altered strata have suffered considerably from

movement, and are in places intensely folded. Hence

it seems more reasonable to suppose that the

metamorphism is the result of dynamic, rather than

of/
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of thermal agents, the former acting throughout the
*

area, while the latter are more local in their

effects. It is not disputed of course, that the

folding itself has been produced by the granitic

intrusion; in the changes brought about thermal

metamorphism has played a secondary part.

IV. IGNEOUS GEOLOGY.

The outstanding feature of this area,is

the great development of contemporaneous and

intrusive igneous rocks. The former consist of a

series of lavas and tuffs which occupy the ,belt of

country from Dales Voe to Aith Voe; lavas with

accompanying tuffs form a small part of the island

of Papa Stour and the Holm of Melby, but their

greatest development is in the western half of

Northmaven. The intrusive rocks consist of granite,

granodiorite, and-felsites which appear throughout the

whole district and occupy about a third of its area.

Jf.A
/
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.

Tuffs and Lavas.

fa). Clousta Lava Series. A belt of

lavas and accompanying tuffs stretches from Sulma

Water eastwards to, and beyond the Voe of Brindister.

This is on the line of strike of the upper of the

two diabasic lavas described by Peach and Home

as occurring at Aith, but their continuity has not

yet been established. A second belt forms the high

ground of the Ness of Glousta which is probably the

lower diabase of those observers. West of Sulma

Water, the lavas are cut out by a large mass of

intrusive felsite, and they could not be traced

beyond the intrusion owing to the prevailing cover

of peat. Nor were they seen in association with

the tuffs at Dale's Voe. They may be termed the

Glousta Lava Series, from the locality where they

are best developed.

A good section of the Upper Lava Series is

seen on the shores of Brindister Voe where it

attains a thickness of about 400 yards. . A similar

sequence/
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sequence occurs east of Sulma Water although here

their relations are not so clearly seen as the

ground is partly moor-covered.

Feistts,

Lava.
Tufp-

La-Va .

T^pp.

Lai/a..

SancLshorte

Q^ncC

Slahj SUi ales

obscured-J
Slaty S-^oJe.
7Zff.
ScertcCSiFortG..

Slatj Sfia/es.
Tuff-

Lava .

> »" hV-c^r <1. A

Sanotrf-OTC .

Figs. II and III represent the general sequence as

seen in these two localities. Two lava flows occur,:

the lower about 60 feet thick, and the upper

somewhat more, and they are associated with tuffs

which grade into ashy sandstones, interbedded with

sandstones and shales. The series is intruded by
a sill of felsite with peculiar characters (p.79 )
which appears to shift its horizon as it is followed

eastwards. The extent and relations of the Lower

Lava/
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Lava Series have not yet been fully determined.

(b). .Papa Stour Lava Series. It is

evident that as the lavas are followed to the

Northwest they thicken, and increase in number. In

Papa Stour only one horizon is seen, cropping out in

numerous exposures along the shore from underneath

the thick mass of felsite which covers most of the

island. They differ considerably from the Clousta

Series both microscopically and in their field

characters. The lowest contemporaneous rocks seen

in the island, they are much thicker than the

Glousta lavas, columnar jointing is here and there

developed, they are more vesicular, they are dark

green to purple in colour and they vary more in

texture , fine-grained to coarse varieties being

met with. They are overlaid in the east of the

island by grey, green, and purple ashy sandstones,
but further west this series is replaced by beds of

tuff, very coarse in places, and containing huge

blocks of felsite. This characteristic tuff

appears here and there round the shores, and in

its/
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its varying relations to the felsite supplies the
chief evidence as to its intrusive nature.

Perhaps the most instructive of the

sections is that seen in Mo Geo, just east of the

entrance to Hamna Voe. Here the upper surface of

the lava can be seen beneath a few feet of tuff,

the whole covered by a thick sheet of columnar

felsite which is thrown down against the lavas at

the western side of the geo by a small fault (Plate X

Fig. 1). The upper surface of the lava is

exceedingly slaggy and scoriaceous, and the

original cracks and caverns are infilled with bedded

ashy sandstone. Red jasper is abundant filling

some of the smaller cavities, and the vesicles are

filled with chalcedony, good agates sometimes being;

found. This passes downwards into more compact

lava, but the base is not seen. Other good sections

can be seen further west, notably from Hirdie Geo

to Aesha Head (Plate X. Figs. 2 and 3), and at

Cribbie a mass of the lava and tuff can be seen

resting upon and overlaid by felsite.

Microscopic Characters of the Lavas./
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Microscopic Characters of the Lavas. Two

types may be distinguished (a) a Basaltic type

including the Clousta and Papa Stour lavas, and

0>) an Andesitic type to which the specimens

collected in Northinaven belong.

(a). Basaltic type. These are Doleritic

Basalts in which the ophitic relations of the felspar

and augite are well seen in the Clousta specimens,

but less so in those from Papa Stour. The Clousta

Lavas have been described as much decomposed, so

much so as to render their adequate description a

matter of great difficulty. Where vesicular, the

cavities are filled sometimes with calcite,

chalcedony, or iron oxide, but generally with a

green chloritic mineral with deep blue polarisation

colours (Pennine). The essential constituents of

these lavas are plagioclase and augite, in ophitic

intergrowth. The felspar generally occurs in two

generations, but in some slides porphyritic crystals

are absent. The larger crystals frequently show

zoning, and are sometimes untwinned, more generally
once-twinned/
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once-twinned; lamellar twinning is not common.

The second generation consists of well-formed lath-

shaped crystals which are also untwinned or once-

twinned. Refractive Index and Extinction angle

tests show the plagioclase to be round about

labradorite. The augite is generally converted into

chlorite, but even then shows its ophitic nature.

In some sections from the Ness of Clousta (Plate I,

Figs. 1 and 2) the augite is very fresh and

typically ophitic. It is of a pale violet colour

and non-pleochroic. The presence of olivine could

not be definitely ascertained. Iron oxides are

abundant, both original and as decomposition product^

while needles of apatite are common. In the

decomposed specimens epidote and calcite occur as

decomposition products. The type is very uniform

in texture throughout.

In the Papa Stour lavas there is more

variety of texture and in the finer examples good

flow structure is observable. They are much more

vesicular/
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vesicular than the Glousta series, often coarser and

even more decomposed, fresh crystals of augite being

rarely met with. The relationship of the felspars

and augite is less striking being here sub-ophitic.

Occasionally types are met with in which the augite

in a fine granular condition is confined to the

groundmass. Most of the vesicles are occupied by

chalcedony, good agate structure being sometimes

met with. An interesting point is the occurrence

in some of the specimens of the mineral Bowlingite.

regarded as a decomposition product of olivine.

Here it shows somewhat ophitic relations to the

felspars, and if it is a substitution product of

olivine, it would seem that the neighbouring felspars

have also been involved in the decomposition.

M- Andesitic Tvnes. The Northmaven lavas
/

differ very considerably in composition and texture

from those already described. The specimens on

which the following description is based were

collected for purposes of comparison, and must not

be/
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be taken as representative of the series as a whole,

which requires to be carefully worked out. They

range from non-porphyritic to strongly porphyritic

varieties with marked fluxion structure. In sorb

cases they are extremely vesicular, with the vesicles

elongated in the direction of flow and infilled

sometimes partly, sometimes entirely with chalcedony.

The same mineral is sometimes found replacing the

felspars. The felspar phenocrysts are of large

size,.fairly fresh, and very frequently contain

inclusions of the groundmass. Pyroxenes are not

abundant, and when they occur are almost completely

chloritised.

An interesting type occurring at Stenness

is a hypersthene andesite (Plate I. Fig. 3). The

hypersthene is pale green from alteration into

fibrous pleochroic bastite. Longitudinal sections

occur with the transverse cracks characteristic of

hypersthene. The groundmass is in strong contrast

with that of the Papa Stour and Clousta lavas. It

consists of minute microlites of felspar embedded

in/
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in a glass which is slightly devitrified and faintly

reacts to polarised light. From the few types

sectioned it is evident that an interesting series of

lavas awaits examination.

V. INTRUSIVE IGNEOUS ROCKS.

M. Granite. About one-third of the

western area is occupied by an intrusive sheet of

granite, which while it varies somewhat over the

area, is typically developed in the south of Walls

and Sandsting. Its lower contact is nowhere seen

as it forms the rugged broken coastline from Vaila

eastwards to Deep Dale (Reawick)Jwhere it is thrown
down by the boundary fault against the metamorphic

series. Its upper contact is well seen in several

shore sections, on the coast at Vaila, at Green Head,

and on the Culswick Shore of Gruting Voe (Plate IX,

Fig. 3). H ere the sill-like relations of the

granite/
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granite to the overlying sandstones are well shown.

the granite closely follows the planes of bedding,

though here and there it moves across them, and

occasionally narrow veins break away from the main

mass,and their ramifications may be followed along

the joints and bedding planes of the rocks above

(Ram's Head, Green Head).' Generally the line of

junction is microscopically sharp, and there is no

sign of a chilled edge in the granite, which retains

its normal texture and microscopic structure right

up to the junction. Sometimes, however, a fringe

of micropegmatite is developed along the contact

and it is noticeable that in these cases the change

produced in the contact sandstone is less severe.

In Plate III, Figs. 1 and 2 such a junction is shown.

The upper half of the figure is micropegmatite, the

lower sandstone which has been hornfelsed into' a

mosaic of quartz and felspar with abundant

development of flakes of biotite. Ho hornblende

has been formed, A series of sections taken from

The sandstones dip to the north at an angle of 45°;

the/
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.

the junction outwards shows that the sandstones
'

! have been hornfelsed for a considerable distance.

At the junction itself they have been thoroughly

reconstituted into the condition of a granulite,

with development of hornblende in euhedral or

ragged crystals^and abundant granules of apatite.
; No tourmaline was observed. On leaving the

junction hornblende almost immediately disappears,

its place being taken by biotite, which persists for

! a long distance. In some cases a slight degree of

assimilation seems to have taken place at the

junction, resulting in a transference of material
; from the sandstone to the granite, with development

of hornblende in the latter. In these cases

although the junction is quite sharp in hand specimen,

it is not so easy under the microscope to distinguish
: between the two.

In Plates III and IV a series of photographs

is given illustrating the gradual diminution in the

effects of contact metamorphism as the sandstones
/

I are,/
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are followed outwards from the granite. For details

see explanation of Plates.

Traced inland the contact is generally

hidden hv peat,but sufficient exposures occur to

define its course approximately. Passing eastwards

by Culswick Hill, it then swings to the northeast,
and finally eastwards to Garderhbuse.. Along its

eastern border it is involved in the crush rock

which marks the course of the boundary fault.

In colour the granite is a light shade of

red, though here and there the rock assumes a

darker hue through a relative increase in its ferro-

magnesian constituents. In texture it is even-

grained and coarsely crystalline, but less coarse

varieties are met with which often contain large

crystals of felspar.

Occasionally it passes into fine-grained

varieties which take the form of irregular veins

and masses in the coarser granite,as at Skelda Ness.

The stratigraphic relations of the granites

of the north of the area will not be discussed at

this/
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this stage, but their microscopic characters will
be given for comparison after those of the Walls

granite have been described.

Microscopic Characters.of the Granite. The

rock is a biotite granite remarkable for its

poverty in ferro-magnesian minerals and for the

variety of its felspars. The quartz is quite

normal, with numerous fluid inclusions, and

allotriomorphic with respect to the other minerals.

A point to be noted, however, is the undulatory

extinction apparent in the quartz. Strain shadows,

while more noticeable in the neighbourhood of the

eastern fault, occur in specimens from all

localities, and the granite must have been subjected

to considerable movement after consolidation. In

the Walls granite, micropegmatitic intergrowths of

quartz and felspar rarely occur; one or two

instances were noted at the contact, and in the veins

which pass out from the granite, but never in the

mass itself. This, it will be seen, is a common

s tructure/
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structure in the northern types.

The felspars 'are generally much kaolinised

and decomposed, and sericite and sometimes epidote

are present as decomposition products. Of potash

felspars both orthoclase and microcline occur,the

former often in large Carlsbad twins (Plate I. Figs.

4 and 5). Microcline is present in practically all

slides, and in some is so abundant as to exceed the

orthoclase?but this is very exceptional.
: Microperthite is quite common, and the occurrence of

microcline in intergrowths of this kind, has to be

i noted (microcline microperthite)(Plate II. Fig. l).

Plagioclase felspars are present in all

sections, sometimes sparingly so, at other times

in comparative abundance, but always subordinate to

the potash felspars. Twinning on both albite and

pericline laws occurs, and a striking feature is the

finely zoned forms they present. Fresh unweathered

felspars show the zonal banding well (Plate II.Fig.2),
but the change in mineral composition is more

generally/
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generally apparent through the increase of

decomposition products towards the centre of the

crystal. Refractive Index and extinction tests

show that the plagioclase is a soda-rich variety

ranging from albite to oligoclase0

Biotite is in most cases the only ferro-

magnesian present, and it is generally sparingly so.

Sometimes it occurs in large plates, but usually it

takes the form of small ragged flakes, or aggregates

of such. It is generally very fresh, but in the

more weathered specimens, incipient chloritisation

has taken place with production of iron oxides and

occasionally epidote. Small zircons with strongly

pleochroic halos are common as inclusions in the

biotite, less common are small crystals of apatite,

while rutile needles, which are seen to be

characteristic of the biotite of the diorite phase

accompanying the granite, are never found in the

granite itself.

Hornblende is of rare occurrence. It is

the/
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the common green variety, strongly pleochroic from

straw-yellow to deep green and sometimes shows

twinning. It occurs generally in idiomorphic or

partly idiomorphic crystals, and is more common in

the fine-grained modifications than in the granite

itself.

Among accessory minerals sphene, orthite,

magnetite, zircon, and apatite may be mentioned.

Of these sphene is fairly common, few slides being

without it. Orthite is also fairly common,

generally in golden-yellow,pleochroic grains, but

sometimes in well-formed crystals in which the zonal

structure characteristic of the mineral is well

shown (Plate II. Fig. S), Zircon has been noted
9

in connection with biotite, but sometimes occurs

independently in larger granules. Apatite and

iron oxides are not at all abundant.

Several modifications have to be noted.

In the veins which cut the sandstones at the margin

of the granite, the rock is sometimes a fine-grained

granite/
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granite, sometimes a granophyre with nearly all the

quartz and felspar in graphic intergrowth, and with

a few shreds of biotite. The fine-grained

modification noted at Skelda Ness is more basic and

must be classed as a malchite. In the wider veins

cutting the diorite,as at Swarta Gill, a sharp

junction is observed with no modification whatever

in the granite or the diorite. The narrower veins,,

however, consist of quartz-porphyry with large

euhedral crystals of felspar, partly euhedral,

corroded cr^/stals of quartz, in a groundmass

sometimes microcrystalline, and sometimes micro-

pegmatitic with pseudospherulitic structures such as

are characteristic of the felsites to be described

later.

In Vementry the granite occupies a narrow

strip along the north of the island from Northra

Wick to Cow Head. It most nearly approximates to

the Walls type; in hand specimen, they are

indistinguishable, and this similarity is borne out

V
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by the microscopic characters. These show the same

abundance and variety in the felspars; if any

distinction can be drawn,it is that the Vementry

Granite is slightly more acid in composition, and

poorer in biotite, a distinction which is, after all,

apparent in specimens from different localities in

the Walls granite itself.

Much greater structural differences were

noted in the specimens from the remaining localities.

In Muckle Roe these were taken at various points

along the southern shore, but as the granite was not

examined inland they are hardly representative.

One may note here a great variety of types.

Specimens from Scarfataing are granitic in texture,

and resemble the Walls granite, with plagioclase

rather more abundant, and with a tendency to

porphyritic structure. This takes the form of

small granular crystals of quartz and felspar

enveloping the surrounding larger crystals

interstitially (simulating morter-structure).
Biotite/
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Biotite is very rare, and the shadowy extinction of

the quartz and felspars is very characteristic,

while in some of the plagioclase crystals the

lamellae are curved.

Fine-grained modifications are common, but

I their relations to the main mass are as yet obscure.

In one peculiar type from Little Ayre, large crystals

of felspar are embedded in a crystalline groundmass

consisting of granules of quartz and abundant ragged

laths of felspar, confusedly arranged, but sometimes

suggestive of fluxion structure. Biotite occurs

as large flakes, and as long irregular fibres in

the groundmass.

In most of the sections cut the rock

proved to be a granophyre, with the structures

peculiar to the type beautifully displayed. Fine

examples were obtained from the shore at Little

Ayre and further west at Gilsa Ayre. In these the

felspar is often euhedral and the quartz corroded,

but typically these minerals occur in beautiful

graphic/
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graphic intergrowths (Plate II, Fig. 4). The

peculiar micropegmatitic intergrowths fringing
individual crystals have been often described (3),
and almost every slide examined shows them (Plate II,

Fig. 5). Usually a crystal of felspar forms the

nucleus, but quartz sometimes occurs, the quartz

(or felspar) of the micropegmatite being in optical

continuity with the nuclear crystal. Biotite

occurs but rarely, usually collected into small but

conspicuous nests.

The I'lorthmaven sheet is well displayed on

the shore section from Braewick to the Heads of

Grocken, where the granite is thrown against the

metamorphic series of Hillswick Hess by a fault.

The vertical jointing which is characteristic of the

northern sheet is well seen in the cliff wall itself,

and in the crumbling pinnacles fronting it, of

which the Drongs is the best known instance. At

times it is coarsely granitic in texture, but
*

microscopic examination shows a tendency to

development/
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development of micropegmatite in all the slides

examined, and at times the rock is a typical

granophyre (Plate II. Fig. 6).
The Ronas Hill sheet is the northern

extension of this mass. The specimens here

described were collected from the southern side of

the hill where the granite overlies a sheet of

diorite into which it sends numerous veins, withi

considerable variation in structure. In one

peculiar type the rock is a porphyry with phenocrysts

of felspar, largely plagioclase. The groundmass

consists of stellate groups of felspar laths

forming pseudospherulites, and the borders of some

of these laths are fringed with micropegmatite.

The groundmass is minutely micropegmatitic.
*

Incipient crystals of biotite occur, often in slender

threads crossing each other.

The specimens collected from the summit

of the hill seemed more uniform and typical of the

Ronas Hill sheet. So far as they go, they are

identical/
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identical with the Heads of Grocken type, and bear

the same relation to the normal granite, somewhat

more acid, with biotite sparingly present, and with

a tendency to graphic structure. Sphene and orthite,

common accessories in the normal granite, are here

absent.

Chemical analyses of these various types

are being carried out, but their specific gravities

may be given for comparison.

Walls Granite . . . 2.62 to 2.64; average . 2.63.

Vementry Granite . 2.59 to 2.62; ,, 2.61.

Muckle Roe ( . . . 2.57 to 2.65; ,, 2.61.

Heads of Grocken . 2.56 to 2.61; ,, 2.59.

Ronas Hill .... 2.55 to 2.62; ,, 2.59.

The first two types, (normal granites), are fairly

uniform; the last three, (granophyric types), show

much greater variation.

(b). Granodiorite. An interesting phase of

the intrusive phenomena of this area is seen in the

occurrence in most localities of a more basic

modification of the granite in association with it.

Peach/
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JPeach and Home (11) described and figured this rock

as a diabase; they regarded it as a basic

modification of the granite, and as probably

indicating the final stages of intrusion. They

noted its occurrence in the hills north of Skeld;

it appears, however, over a considerable area of the

Sandsting district. Commencing on the shore at

Swarta Gill, it forms a belt flanking Skeld Hill

on the east; north of the hill it swings westward

past Gossa Water,- and stretches from the southern

slope of Hestinsetter Hill, past Wester Skeld to the

shore below Tarasta. Isolated outliers cap the low

ridge of hills which runs south to Skelda Ness.

Its presence further west has not yet been

ascertained, but it is probable that if the prevalent

mantle of peat were removed, it would prove to

occupy a much greater area than that indicated. A

sheet of similar rock occurs along with the Ronas

Hill granite, and from the indications seen, the

diorite will prove there to cover a considerable area.

The rock varies considerably in

composition/
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i
,

_ -

composition, colour, and texture when traced over the

area, and even in a single outcrop. Normally it is

a hornblende-biotite-granodiorite with these

ferro-magnesians present in roughly equal proportions,

hut this proportion varies greatly from place to

place. With increasing basicity and development of

pyroxene it passes into an augite diorite, (Tarasta),
while with increase of potash felspar and decrease

of plagioclase it becomes a hornblende-biotite-

syenite (Little Hamar).

Normally it is a compact,tough,greyish-

black rock of medium grain, but coarser-grained

varieties occur as well as fine-grained,irregular

veins and masses, and these variations may be noted

in a single exposure of a few yards extent. The

colour may become reddish through abundance of

felspars, or it may be quite black from the great

development of ferro-magnesian minerals. The

normal type is generally in a very fresh condition

but the coarser varieties are usually rather

decomposed./
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decomposed.

Microscopic Characters. The normal and most

abundant type, as it happens, is well represented

by the Skeld mass described by Peach and Home.
!

(Plate V. Fig. 3). It is a granodiorite in which

hornblende and biotite are present in about equal

amounts, and is characterised by the fine zoning of

the plagioclase felspars, and the abnormal amount of

titanium present as sphene and rutile.
• Quartz is always present in fair amount,

(the published analysis shows 50.58% of silica*).

Generally it occurs interstitially, rarely it forms

graphic intergrowths with orthoclase and microcline.

Inclusions are common, apatite being most abundant,

but small zircons and needles of rutile also occur.

The shadowy extinction shown by the quartz of the

granite is to be noted also in the more basic rock.

Both/

In this analysis as well as in that of the
granite, titanium is'returned as absent. In
view of the high content of sphene and rutile,
the rock cannot have been examined for
titanium.
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Both orthoclase and. microcline are present,

but these are always subordinate to the plagioclase

(except in the instance noted at Little Hamar).

The orthoclase occurs interstitially and in Carlsbad

twins, while microperthifcic intergrowths were noted, j
but not so abundantly as in the granite. The

dominant potash felspar, however, is microcline.

In the Little Hamar syenitic modification it is so

abundant as almost to exclude the orthoclase. It

is very fresh and was the last felspar to crystallise^
sometimes occurring in micropegmatitic intergrowths

with quartz, generally interstitially, and frequently

as a border fringing zoned olagioclases (Plate VI.

Fig. 2). The plagioclase felspars exhibit the

same characters and composition as those described

in the granite. Normally they are the most

abundant felspars present, but exceptionally, as in

the augite diorite from Tarasta, potash felspars

almost disappear, while in the syenite from Little

Hamar, microcline is in excess of plagioclase.

Zoning in greater or less degree is characteristic

(Plate VI. Fig. 4).

Of/
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Of ferro-magnesian minerals hornblende and
'

biotite are present normally in equal quantities,

but the proportion may vary considerably either way.

: Exceptionally there is also present a colourless

augite,(diopside),which occurs sometimes intergrown

with hornblende (Ronas Hill), qnd sometimes so

abundantly as almost to exclude hornblende and

biotite.

The hornblende is the common green variety

as in the granite and presents normal characters.

It is often idiomorphic, but generally shows large

elongated prisms with ragged terminations or

irregular outlines. It is strongly pleochroic,

and is very often twinned,as in the Ronas Hill type

(Plate V. Fig. 3). In the same locality it occurs

in parallel intergrowth with augite, or granules of

augite may occur as irregular inclusions in the

hornblende. Other minerals may occur as inclusions,

notably sphene and apatite. The hornblende itself

is sometimes enclosed in biotite.

Biotite/
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Biotite is never absent, sometimes almost

the only ferromagnesian present. It is greenish-

brown to brown in colour, and is interesting on

account of the abundance of its inclusions. In

some specimens (The Hoddans, Housafield),

sagenitic growths of rutile needles are exceedingly

common (Plate VI. Fig. 3), while granular clusters

and chains of what appears to be epidote are also

common. Small zircons with pleochroic halos occur

abundantly.

Diopside occurs in exceptional cases

(Tarasta, Ronas Hill). In the augite diorite from

the former locality, it is the principal ferro-

magnesian present; it is often quite fresh, but

more generally it has weathered into green,scaly

aggregates, or has been partly converted into

hornblende. At Ronas Hill it shows intergrowth

with hornblende, as already described (Plate V.

Fig. 4). At Swarta Gill a peculiar fine-grained

type occurs. Its relations to the surrounding rocks

are/
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are not quite clear, and require further examination.

It is a dolerite in which the felspar is largely in

the form of long, slender, simply-twinned laths in

ophitic intergrowth with the augite (Plate VI.Fig.l).
Titanium minerals are very abundant

accessories. Sphene is rarely absent, and is

usually quite common, occurring in lozenge-shaped
huh;

crystals or in irregular crystal growths. It is

frequently enclosed in hornblende, and itself
-

encloses apatite. Sphene is extremely rare in
j

the soecimens from Ronas Hill.

The sagenitic aggregates of rutile, and

clusters of epidote so common in the biotite have

. been noted. Apatite is a very abundant accessory.

Besides occurring in small crystals as inclusions,

it is common as exceptionally long needles

penetrating other minerals, and as stout prisms in

the body of the rock. Zircon occurs independently

in somewhat large grains, but its most common

occurrence is in biotite. Iron oxides as magnetite,

and possibly largely as ilmenite, are abundant.

, Orthite/
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;Orthite was noted in one or two slides only.

The Ronas Hill granodiorite differs in some

respects from the southern type. It is rather more

: acid in composition, microcline is absent, and the

titanium minerals practically so, while hornblende

predominates over biotite. A variation on parallel

lines was noted in the granite.

At Ronas Hill vein-like fine-grained

segregations occur in the diorite. These are

aplitic or lamprophyric modifications in which the

felspars occur as irregularly arranged laths,

untwinned or once-twinned only, with abundant

granules of hornblende and flakes of biotite in the

groundmass.

A comparison of the microscopic characters

and field relations of the granite and diorite at

once suggests the view that we are dealing with two

intrusive phases of the same magma. The similarity

of the felspars, the abundance of the ferro-

magnesian minerals in the diorite and their scarcity
lAAy •

: in the granite, a similar feature in the

j earlier/
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earlier-formed and accessory constituents, all

point to the two rocks being complementary to one

another. As to the sequence of intrusion.,the same

difficulty is met with as has been noted in similar

occurrences elsewhere (7, 1, 14), and no very

definite conclusions can yet be drawn from their

field relations. In Sandsting the basic rock

everywhere seems to cap the granite; on the south

side of Ronas Hill, it~underlies the granite.

Evidence supplied by the contacts of the two rocks

is inconclusive, and requires to be more fully

investigated. Sometimes it appears as if a mass

of diorite had been invaded by the granite, the

latter sending numerous veins into it, at other

times the reverse is the case. The contacts in

the cases examined were sharp with no sign of

chilling or variation in the texture of either rock..

It was noted, however, that where a narrow vein of

the granite cut the diorite, it occurred as a fine¬

grained quartz porphyry, or as a granophyre with

pseudo-spherulitic structures. Further in two

instances/
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instances evidence was found of the diorite having

been subjected to intense pressure. At Swarta

Gill this pressure had resulted in a foliated

structure being superinduced. The quartz was

generally crushed and granulitised, the felspars

had suffered least, but showed bent lamellae, and

slipping along the cleavages, while the hornblende

and biotite were shattered and granulitised into

a confused mass, forming with quartz the planes
of foliation, or occurring as a dusty aggregate

along the cracks of the broken quartz. In another

case at Skelda Ness, the shattering is equally

apparent, but foliation hardly at all developed,while

aggregates of secondary biotite had been formed

(contact metamorphism?). In both cases the rock

mass appeared homogeneous and unbrecciated,nor was

any abnormality observed in the adjoining granite.
If such occurrences can be multiplied by the

examination of other contacts, it would go to show

that the granite was the later intrusion, and was

injected/
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injected into the diorite after the latter had

cooled and consolidated.

Felsites. As offshoots from the

granite numerous intrusions occur scattered all over

the western area. So numerous are thev and so

variable in size, that one might expect to find

present in one or other the various rock structures

peculiar to that type of intrusion, and for general
'

reference the term"felsite"is a very convenient one.

They occur generally as sills injected along the

bedding planes, but sometimes they pass from a lower

to a higher horizon; occasionally they rise into

elliptical, neck-like knobs (Smith's Hamar), or they

may occur as thick sheets, (Melby and Papa Stour).
They are pink to salmon-red in colour, and weather

with a thin, light-coloured, or, in some cases, a

greenish crust; the smaller intrusions are fine¬

grained (felsitic), but the larger sills are

porphyritic, and in some cases granitic in texture.

They may be grouped according to acidity, the more
'

! acid/
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acid types including granites, granophyres, and

quartz porphyries, the less acid ,(trachytic) ,being

represented by orthoclase porphyries, with, at

times, a close approach to orthophvres.
.

lAl- Acid. The most common type is a

granophyre which is the prevalent type on the south

side of the syncline, and of which good examples
-

occur on the shore at Gulswick, at Mara Ness, and in

the large intrusion which follows the course of the

Laxa Burn in Sandsting. This type contains numerous

phenocrysts of quartz and felspar, the former

sometimes in euhedral crystals, more often much

corroded and embayed with enclosures of the groundmass.
The felspar is generally orthoclase, but occasionally

plagioclase ("chequer" albite) occurs. The

felspars are always stained red by the prevailing

felsitic material of the rock so that their outlines

cannot be distinguished in ordinary light.

Occasionally small flakes and shreds of biotite

occur /
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occur, but ferro-magnesians are generally absent.

Granophyric structures are typical of the groundmass.

It may be partly microcrystalline but is generally

micropegmatitic, while the development of pseudo-

spherulites is a common feature. These may

originate in a crystal of quartz,or more commonly
-

felspar,but very often no nucleus is visible, while
;

the black cross with crossed nicols is more variable

and indefinite than that of a true spherulite

(Plate VI. Fig. 6). Frequently micropegmatitic

fringes surround phenocrysts of orthoclase,

repeating on a small scale the structure described

in the granophyres of Muckle Roe. This is

particularly well seen in the Laxa Burn intrusion.
' '

. -

On the shore at Bixter Voe it is over 500 feet thick,

and is granitic in texture; microscopically it ,~

strongly resembles the Heads of Grocken granite.

Followed up the burn the micropegmatitic structures
tend to disappear, and the rock becomes a fine¬

grained granite. Towards the head of the burn
the sill narrows and eventually dies out; it

becomes/
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becomes very fine-grained,(felsitic),with the

development of micropegmatitic structures round both j

orthoclase and olagioclase.

Another type is seen in the intrusions in

the cliff at the Bay of Deepdale. These are quartz

porphyries, with nhenocrysts of quartz and orthoclase

in a groundmass which is microcrystalline and

without any development of granophyric structures.

At Hurdifield, north of Clousta, a type occurs in

which the groundmass is an indefinite felsophyric

substance, faintly reacting to polarised light, and

probably the result of devitrification.

A peculiar type occurs in the small

intrusion to the west of Burga Water in Walls.
I

Phenocrysts are practically absent, but there are

numerous small, irregular, lithophysal cavities

filled with quartz. Such structures are very

common in the Papa Stour felsite, and a fuller

account of them will be given when the latter is
described (p.82 ). The remainder of the rock

extinguishes/
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extinguishes in patches under crossed nicols, due

to aggregates of minute felspar microlites and

possibly fragments of a glassy base imbedded in

quartz. A similar type occurs on the shore south

of Sulma Water, where the lithophysae appear as

small white streaks on the surface of the rock,

trending in definite directions. This fluxion

structure is also apparent in the sections when

examined in ordinary light.

(B). Trachytic types occur in the elliptical

mass which forms Smith's Hamar, in the intrusion

associated with the Clousta Lava Series, extending
from Sulma Water to the head of the Voe of Clousta,

and in several occurrences to the north (llurdiefield,

Midfield, Arthur's Loch, etc.). The Smith's Hamar

rock may be taken as the type. It contains (a)-a
few large phenocrysts of orthoclase and occasionally

plagioclase ("chequer" albite), (b) numerous smaller

oblong or squarish crystals of orthoclase, and

(c) a groundmass of orthoclase laths in irregular

or/
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or micropegmatitic intergrowth with quartz.

| Fluidal arrangement of the groundmass is sometimes

noticeable. The rock at times approaches closely

to an orthophyr.e, but it is very variable, and is

best described as an orthoclase porphyry (Plate VII,

Fig. l). The sill intruded into the Clousta

Lavas is remarkable for the strong development of

fluxion structure shown. The phenocrysts are as in

the Smith's Hamar type, but are generally broken

or corroded. They are embedded in a crypto-

crystalline groundmass (probably devitrified), the
waves and eddies of which round the phenocrysts are

intensified by the abundant magnetite dust

scattered through it, (plate VII, Fig. 2). Peach
and Home mention the occurrence of a similar .but

more acid,type in Papa Little which they describe
as an intrusive rhyolite (ll).

The most interesting of these felsite

intrusions is the great sheet which almost covers

the island of Papa Stour and a small area round

| Melby/
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Melby. This sheet was described by Sir Archibald

Geikie (4), and later by Peach and Horne (ll) who

gave the first account of its microscopic

characters. In places it shows many of the charac¬

ters of lava flows, soherulitic structure, fluidal

structure, columnar jointing, platy structure,

lithophysae (cf. 6), nevertheless in its relation

to the tuffs and lavas of the island it shows

intrusive characters. Good junctions with the
'

underlying volcanics are to be seen at Mo Geo

(Plate X, Fig. l), and north of Aesha Head (Plate X,
-

Fig, 2) where it has forced its way along the

bedding planes of the tuff, splitting and uplifting;

them. The small fragment forming the well known

Horn of Papa (Plate VIII, Fig. 3), has been isolated

in this way. Similar masses with felsite above

and below occur on the north shore at Cribbie,and

again at Willie's Taing at the north-east corner of
I

| the island. • Perhaps the most striking illustration
'

of its intrusive character is to be seen at Hirdie

Geo/ ,
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*

Geo, where the felsite,after following the upper

surface of the lava for a time, cuts obliquely

across, and surmounts the tuffs (Plate X, Fig. 3).
Two types of felsite occur in the island,

the massive columnar felsite of the south and south¬

west, and a rhyolitic type, with abundant fluidal,

spherulitic, and lithophysal structures, which is

fouild to the north and north-east.

The first type is porphyritic with

sometimes abundant development of phenocrysts of

orthoclase. These are sometimes in large^well-
formed individuals, more often they are irregular,

corroded, cracked,or broken, and all are stained with
.

the red groundmass of the rock. Phenocrysts of

quartz and plagioclase ("chequer" albite) are of
rare occurrence, but quartz is abundant in the

groundmass, and in the small irregular cavities

(lithophysae) noted in the Burga Water Intrusion
.

(p. 77 ). The groundmass is variable. Generally it
is a deep red substance of indefinite composition,

faintly/
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at
faintly reacting to polarised light, and/times

showing a streaky, fluidal character. In some

cases the groundmass is abundantly spherulitic,

in other cases spherulites are wanting, and the

ground is of a patchy nature, irregularly shaped

areas extinguishing uniformly and showing a pseudo-
-

| micropegmatitic appearance. These patches consist
■

of quartz, charged with glassy particles of the

groundmass, trichites, microlites of felspar, and

magnetite dust (cf. Burga Water intrusions).
The second type of felsite (rhyolitic

type) is interesting on account of the development
of lithophysal structures. The simplest type of

these lithophysae has been noted in several of the

felsites. They are very small, sometimes
: microscopic, but the larger ones appear on the

surface of the rock as small white streaks, elongated

in the direction of flow, where such is developed,
.

| at other times quite irregular in shape. They

consist of a cavity always filled with crystalline

| quartz/
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, quartz, the bounding wall of which is formed of

spherulitic felspar fibres which develop towards the

cavity, and often project into it as slender laths.

These laths are often found apparently isolated in

the quartz which fills the cavity. In some

localities, (Virda Field, Lamba Ness, Willie's

Taing^ a considerable portion of the rock is composed

of these structures,which on weathering show up as

thickly aggregated white spots on the pink felsite.

In the same localities a laminated platy structure

is developed, due to a parallel arrangement of thin

laminae of felsite with broader bands, in which the

cavities are abundant, and drawn out as i f by

movement. One or two phenocrysts of quartz only

were observed in all the sections of this particular

variety, and the rock is essentially a vitreous

type, somewhat devitrified,and with abundant

development of spherulites which are often studded

with orthoclase prisms of different lengths.

The/
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The cavities described are hardly typical

lithophysae, but they grade into such. On the east

and west shores of Hamnavoe,'and again at Cribbie,

bands occur, where the rock is a mass of lithophysae

varying from the size of a pea up to an inch or so

in diameter. Sometimes they are spheroidal

(Plate VII, Fig. 4), sometimes they are so denseljr

packed as to have polygonal walls with a distinct

dividing line. Generally3however, they are quite

irregular in shape. The larger ones are often

hollow, but usually they are solid, and the

infilling material may be entirely crystalline quartz,
.

or the groundmass of the rock, or a concentric

structure may be developed from alternate shells

j of these materials. Frequently in the irregular
cavities peninsulas of the groundmass project

enclosing large crystals of orthoclase, and in

section these often appear isolated. The walls of
!

.

the lithophysae vary in structure. In the

smaller examples they are spherulitic, as if the

structure had resulted from the enlargement of a

spherulite/
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spherulite. In the larger and more irregular

examples the wall is of glass, with perlitic cracks

developed, and a dense, spherulitic groundmass fills

up the interstices between the neighbouring

lithophysae (Plate VII, Fig. 5).
The material filling the cavities is

usually quartz, sometimes exclusively so. How

much of this quartz is secondary it is impossible to

say. Reference has been made to small felspar laths

jutting into the cavity; in many cases these have

been replaced by silica, and during the process of

replacement the inclusions of the felspar have been

ejected, and form a fringe around the pseudomorph,

(Plate VII, Fig. 3). Much of the quartz shows

crystallographic outlines, and the same arrangement

of original inclusions suggests secondary replacement

The infilling of these cavities may represent a

secondary (pneumatolytic) phase of the intrusion

which went on pari passu with gradually decreasing

temperature. Chemical analysis may throw some

light/
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light on its origin; the published analysis (11)
'

shows a silica percentage slightly below that of the

granite, but it is not known what type of rock was

selected for analysis.

Where the groundmass fills a cavity, some

curious structures are developed. The most common

consist of curved laths of orthoclase, which by
■

repeated branching give rise to plumose aggregates

sometimes completely filling the cavity (Plate VII,

Fig. 6). In other cases shells of these alternate

with layers of quartz. Spherulitic portions of the

groundmass sometimes occur, often with phenocrysts

of felspar. No occurrences of exceptional

minerals such as the tridymite, fayalite, etc.

recorded from Obsidian Cliff (6.) xvere noted.

VI. FOULA.

This picturesque island lies about

18 miles to the west of Walls. On approaching it
from the East it presents three steep escarpments

facing/
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facing the north; the most northerly, Soberlie Hill,

is 720 feet high, the most southerly, the Noup, is

of much lower elevation, while between these rises

the Sneug, 1373 feet high, the highest point of the
island. Facing the south are dip slopes at a gentle

inclination. This combination of dip slope and

escarpment as well as the.general contour of the

island, suggests that it has escaped the extreme

glaciation to which the islands lying to the east

have been subjected (10). The little glacial

accumulation there is, supplies evidence that the

ice sheet reached the island, but was not of
_

sufficient thickness to completely override it.

At the north end of the island opposite the Brough,
there is a sandy deposit containing blocks of'

I sandstone, boulders of gneiss, Walls granite and

felsite, and, in particular, several boulders of the

characteristic porphyritic epidotic granite-gneiss

which occurs at Bixter Voe, The underlying
■

sandstones are smoothed arid striated, the striae

running in a 13. W. direction. Along the shore
at/
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at Wurr Wick, the hollows are filled with patches of

boulder clay containing similar boulders. On the

low ground at the south of the island the same

erratics occur scattered over the surface, which is

here a stony wilderness owing to wholesale stripping

of the soil by the islanders. One very large

boulder of Bixter porphyry occurs at Boniberg.

On the higher ground, no erratics were found; the

deposits underlying the peat were thin clays with a

few fragments of the local sandstones. The hollow

of Overfandal is a fine example of a corrie basin

with its accompanying lake; another, less striking,
'

occurs at the Flick. These probably formed

collecting grounds for local ice which flowed down

to meet the main ice sheet, the latter being
deflected over the low-lying ground to the north and

■

south.

The rocks of Foula consist mainly of Old

Red Sandstone, faulted down against the small strip

of metamorphic rocks which forms the northeast of

the island. The fault is well seen at its

i extremities/
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extremities at Wurr Wick and Shoabill, and also

where it crosses the small stream which enters the

sea at Ham Voe. For a very short distance from

the fault the sandstones are steeply inclined and

considerably shattered.
-.'•Ill

The metamorphic rocks against which the

sandstones are thrown may be briefly described.

They consist mainly of garnetiferous mica schist,

containing almandine garnet, and both biotite and

muscovite in about equal proportions. Associated

with these are bands of mica schist without garnets,

biotite-epidote-schists, biotite gneiss with lenticles

of biotite schist and veins of epidotic amphibolite.

The schists are highly quartzose, with numerous

"eyes" of plagioclase, and contain numerous lozenge-

shaped sphenes, iron pyrites, zircons, and

occasional large crystals of apatite. Intruded

into the whole is a mass of pink granite forming

Ruscar Head. It is a fine-grained granite

consisting essentially of quartz, orthoclase, and
1 some/
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some plagioclase with occasional flakes of

chloritised biotite. Numerous microgranitic veins

spread out from it into the schists. It has been

subjected to considerable crushing and granulitisa-

tion since its injection.

The sandstones have a very uniform dip

of about 20° in a general southerly direction.

On the north and south of the island they form low

steep cliffs, but on the west side they rise almost

perpendicularly from the water's edge to form the

magnificent mural precipice culminating in the

Kame (Plate VIII. Fig. 2). The sandstones are

vari-coloured in shades of grey, yellow and red.

They vary in texture from rather coarse sandstones

down to fine-grained,argillaceous types. No

fossils 3 (beyond macerated plant fragments), have yet

been found in them, but they resemble the sandstones

of Bressay and Noss. They never become pebbly as

in the lower part of that group, (isolated small

pebbles of quartz occur rarely in the north), nor

do/
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do they become flaggy and argillaceous like the

higher members of that series. One can only for the

present place them along with the Melby series in

the Lerwick sandstone group.

They resemble these sandstones also

microscopically. Some beds are rather calcareous,

but the ferruginous type's form the bulk of the

sandstones.

VII. FAIR ISLE.

The main geological features of this island

have been described already (p. 10). At the south¬

west corner of the island there is a series of highly

contorted and shattered shales. They seemed to

pass conformably underneath the sandstones, but this

is not certain; the time available was employed in

an unsuccessful search for fossils rather than in

determining their stratigraphic relations. Mention

must also be made of what is a rare occurrence in

Shetland — the presence of dolerite dykes cutting

the/
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the sandstones. One occurs at the South Harbour,

but is so badly decomposed that only its ophitic

structure showed its origin. At Copper Cove, on

the N. W. of the island, a second dyke occurs in a

much better state of preservation. The plagioclase,

a basic labradorite, is fairly fresh, and is in

ophitic intergrowth with the augite,which has largely

been uralitised and converted into fibrous green

amphibole. No olivine was detected. Along the

junction of this dyke with the sandstones, veins of

calcite carrying chalcopyrite and other ores of

copper occur. The trend of these dykes is in the

direction of dip (from W.N.W. to E.S.E.); other

occurrences are reported, but there was no

opportunity of examining these as they are only

accessible from the sea.

Erratic boulders of Scandinavian igneous

types have been reported as occurring on the island.

A careful watch was kept for these, but the only

occurrences noted were blocks of Norwegian syenite,

among/
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among other foreign boulders (granite, diorite,

gneiss, etc.) on the beach at the North Haven.
Their transport by human agency as ballast is

practically certain, as they do not occur on the

beach of the South Haven, a dangerous harbour, and

seldom used.

No fossils have been recorded from the

Fair Isle, and it is on lithological grounds that

they are classed as Old Red. Microscopically they

resemble the Shetland sandstones in angularity of

grain, etc. but they are less friable, much harder

and more quartzitised than the unaltered Shetland

strata. They are intermediate in this respect

between the sandstones of Bressay and those of

Walls, and like the latter this change may possibly
have been induced by the movement they have undergone.

VIII. PALAEONTOLOGICAL.

Important additions have to be made to the

known fauna of the Shetland Old Red, through the

| discovery of the fossiliferous beds of limestone,

| in/

I

• i
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in the localities already described. From the

Shingly Geo, in Dunrossness, three species have been
obtained. One of these is familiar from its

occurrence in the Middle Old Red of Orkney and

elsewhere, Dipterus valenciennesi (Sedg. and Murch.).
Several specimens of this fish have been found, but

none in a good state of preservation, while

fragments and scattered scales are common. The
most -abundant and best preserved fossil is a new

species of Rhadinichthys which, according to Smith

Woodward, is closely allied to a species occurring

in the Upper Devonian of the United States. Less

common is a species of Microbrachius. specifically

distinct from the Microbrachius dicki (Traq.) which

occurs in the Middle Old Red of Caithness and Orkney.

The fossils from the Ness of Sound are

much less satisfactory. They consist of isolated

scales and plates in the nodular part of the

limestone, together with very imperfect, larger

fragments. The scales are referred by Smith

Woodward to a species of Tristichopterns which may be

new/
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new while the plates resemble those of the

Microbraohius from Dunrossness. This locality has,

as yet, only been hurriedly examined, and a careful

search will in all likelihood be productive of

better results. The following list of fossils so

far recorded from Shetland is appended.

List of Fossils.

1. Lepidodendron nothum (linger) Walls.

2. Calamites cannaeformis ... Bressay.

3. Psilophyton pr-inceps (Dawson)
4. Estheria membranacea (Pacht) Lerwick.

5. Dipterus valenciennesi (Sedg. andMurch)...

7. Microbrachius sp. nov. Dunrossness and Mess
of Sound.

Dunrossness

6. (?) Tristichopterus sp. Mess of Sound

3. Rhadinichthys sp. nov.

9. Holonema ornatum (Traq.)
10. Asterolepis sp. indet.

11. (?) Holoptvchius

• • •

Dunrossness

Bressay

Do.

Do

Until these fossiliferous beds have been

exhaustively/
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exhaustively examined it may be premature to draw

definite conclusions from the fossils they have

yielded. The general trend of this evidence may,

however, be indicated. Reviewing the known evidence

in his paper (2) Dr Flett points out that the Shetland

sandstones represent a distinct zone in the Old Red

hitherto unknown in Britain, and that while the

evidence generally indicates affinities with the

Orcadian, they ought from their fishes, to be placed

in the Upper Division. He accordingly assigns them

a position at, or near, the base of the Upper Old

Red, While the new evidence generally confirms

Flett's conclusions, it indicates much closer

affinities between the Orcadian and Shetland Old Red,

while the .reasons for regarding the latter as Upper

Old Red are less valid. Of the fishes one species

is common to both areas, Dipterus valenciennesi.

Three species (the last two admittedly doubtful) are

closely allied, and they may possibly be of somewhat

later age, viz. Microbrachius, Tristichopterus and

Asterolepis. The remaining two Rhadinichthys,

Hj^onema, and the doubtful Holoptychius are of

Upper/
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Upper Old Red age, so that on the whole the fossil

evidence shows greater affinities with the Orcadian

Middle than with the Upper Old Red. A peculiar

feature of the fauna is the commingling of types

some of which are characteristic of Middle and some

of Upper Old Red. Such an assemblage has been noted

in the Upper Devonian,(Chemung Formation),of North

America, and it is of interest to note that two of

the Shetland species, Holonema and Rhadinichthys,

are closely allied to species occurring in that

formation. Again the Shetland beds apparently form

a continuous upward succession. The sequence is
.

interrupted by faulting, but there is no evidence of

any unconformity throughout the series. The mixed

nature of the fauna would indicate a transition
■

series from the Middle to the Upper Old Red, passage

beds represented by a marked unconformity elsewhere,
' i

but their great thickness is hardly indicative .of
'

passage beds. On the other hand the Rova Head

Conglomerate denotes a marked and rather abrupt

change in sedimentation over the whole area. It is

reasonable/
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reasonable to suppose that the earth movements which
.

took place towards the close of Middle Old Red times,

resulting in the uplift and profound denudation of
'

the southern rim of Lake Orcadie, affected the whole

of the Shetland area, producing distinct changes in

the nature of the sediments, and almost certainly in

the fauna. Thus the fishes occurring below the

conglomerate,(with the exception of Rhadinichthys, a

genus new to the British area), have a distinct

Orcadian facies; those occurring above are as

distinctly Upper Old Red. Hence it may be claimed,

with due regard to the present incomplete nature of

the evidence, that the Rova Head Conglomerate marks

the beginning of the changes which culminated in

Upper Old Red conditions, while the Brindister Flags

are partly a transition series, partly the upward

continuation of the Middle Old Red»of Orkney.

IX. SUMMARY.

The results of this research may be briefly

summarised as follows

(1)/
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(l). The Old Red Sandstone of Shetland represents ra
.

continuousj though intermittent, series of

deposits.

(8). From the fossil evidence these nay he

subdivided into a Lower division with Orcadian

affinities, and an Upper, in which the affinities
.

are Upper Old Red.
■

(3). Two phases of intrusive activity occurred'in

the Western Area, a dioritic, (probably earlier),

phase, 'followed by a granitic (later) phase.

(4). The metamorphism of the Walls sandstones is

partly dynamic, partly thermal, and is the result

of magmatic intrusion.

(5). Evidence of volcanic activity is absent in the

Eastern Old Red of Shetland,
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XII. EXPLANATION OF PLATES.

PLATE I.

Fig. 1. Doleritic Basalt, showing plagioclase and
augite in ophitic intergrowth. Ordinary Light.
X 25. Ness of Clousta.

Fig. 2. The same with Nicols crossed.

Fig. 3. Hypersthene Andesite. Large phenocrysts of
plagioclase with inclusions of the groundmass.
Hypersthene altered to bastite. Groundmass
microlitic and glassy. Ordinary Light. X 8.
Stenness, Northmaven.

Fig. 4. Walls Granite, showing quartz, Carlsbad twins
of orthoclase, zoned plagioclase, and a little
biotite. X 25. Nicols crossed. Green Head,
Walls.

Fig. 5. Walls Granite, richer in biotite. The
Carlsbad twin is microcline-microperthite.
X 25. Nicols crossed. Culswick.

Fig. 6. Walls Granite, showing quartz, orthoclase,
microcline, plagioclase, and a little biotite.
X 25. Nicols crossed. Culswick.

PLATE II.

Fig. 1. Microcline-microperthite, Walls Granite.
X 30. Nicols crossed. Near contact with
sandstones, Culswick.

Fig. 2. Zoning in felspar, Walls Granite. X 25.
Nicols crossed. Silwick, Sandsting.

Fig. 3. Zoned orthite with hornblende in Malchite.
X 55. Ordinary Light. Skelda Ness, Sandsting.

ig. 4. Micropegmatite in Granophyre. X 25. Nicol:
crossed. Little Ayre, Muckle Roe.
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PLATE II■(contd.).

Fig. 5. Phenocryst of micropegmatite in Granophyre.
X 30. Nicols crossed. Gilsa Ayre, Muckle Roe.*j ■*

Fig. 6. Micropegmatite in Granite. X 25. Nicols
crossed. Heads of Grocken, Northmaven.

PLATE III.

Fig. 1. Junction of Granite and Sandstone, showing
micropegmatite structure in the former.
Sandstone hornfelsed with abundant
development of biotite and apatite, but no
hornblende. X 30. Green Head, Walls.

Fig. 2. The same under crossed Nicols.

Fig. 3. Junction of Granite and Sandstone. The latter
thoroughly reconstituted and granulitic with
abundant hornblende. Some assimilation by the
Granite with development of hornblende close
to the junction. The contact is less sharp
microscopically than in hand specimen. X 25,
Green Head, Walls.

Fig. 4. The same under crossed Nicols.

Fig. 5. Junction of Granite and Sandstone. Granite
coarse-grained up to the junction. Slight
assimilation. Hornblende and biotite
developed in the hornfels. X 25. Bight of
Selistack, Culswick.

Fig, 6. The same under crossed Nicols.

PLATE IV.

Fig. 1. Contact-altered Sandstone, 2 feet from the
junction. Sandstone a mosaic of quartz and
felspar with abundant biotite and apatite.
X 30. Bight of Selistack, Culswick.
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PLATE IV (contd),

Fig. 2. The same under crossed Nicols.

Fig. 3. Contact-altered Sandstone 800 yards from the
Granite. Grains of quartz and felspar
practically unaltered, but the cement has
been converted into biotite. Ordinary Lin;ht.
X 30. Whites Ness, Walls.

Fig. 4. The same under crossed Nicols,

Fig. 5. Normal type of Walls Sandstone, not
hornfelsed by the Granite. X 30.
Pinhoulland, Walls.

Fig. 6. The same under crossed Nicols.

PLATE V.

Fig. 1. Normal type of Granodiorite showing quartz,
orthoclase, abundant zoned plagioclase,
hornblende, biotite, and sphene. Ordinary
Light. X 25. Tarasta, Sandsting.

Fig. 2. TLe same under crossed Nicols.

Fig. 3. Normal type of Granodiorite with microcline,
twinned hornblende,enclosing numerous
sphenes. Nicols crossed. X 25. Skeld Hill,
Sandsting.

Fig. 4. Granodiorite with pyroxene passing into
amphibole. Ordinary Light. X 25. Ronas Hill).

Fig. 5. Augite Diorite with abundant pyroxene partly
amphibolised. Ordinary Light. X 25.
Tarasta, Sandsting.

Fig, 6. The same under crossed Nicols.

PLATE VI.

Fig. 1. Dolerite. Ragged laths of felspar ophitically
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PLATE VI (contd).

intergrown with colourless augite. Nicols
crossed. X 25. Swarta Gill, Sandsting.

Fig. 2. Microcline fringing zoned plagioclase.
Granodiorite from Swarta Gill, Sandsting.
Nicols crossed. X 30.

Pig. 3. Biotite with sagenitic rutile. Granodiorite
from Housa Field, Sandsting. Ordinary Light.
X 55.

Fig. 4. Zoned plagioclase in Granodiorite from
Hestinsetter Hill, Sandsting. Nicols crossed.
X *30.

Fig. 5. Granophyre with phenocr]/sts of orthoclase
and corroded quartz in a micropegmatitic
groundmass. Nicols crossed. X 25.
Hillswick, Northmaven.

Fig. 6. Granophyre showing pseudospherulitic
structure. Laxa Burn, Sandsting. X 25.
Nicols crossed.

PLATE VII.

Fig. 1, Orthoclase Porphyry. Phenocrysts of
orthoclase in a somewhat orthophyric
groundmass. X 25. Nicols crossed. Smith's
Hamar, Y/alls.

Fig. 2. Orthoclase Porphyry with pronounced flow
structure. Large broken crystals of
orthoclase and occasionally albite. Ordinary
Light. X 10. Lahamar, Clousta.

Fig. 3. Lithophysa in Felsite showing small pseudo-
morphs in quartz after felspar, surrounded
by inclusions. Ordinary Light. X 25.
Hamna Voe, Papa Stour.

Fig. 4. Spheroidal and irregular lithophysae with
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PLATE VII (contd).

bounding walls of glass, filled partly with
quartz and partly with the groundmass of the
rock. X 8. Ordinary Light. Cribbie, Papa
Stour.

Fig. 5. Irregular lithophysae with glassy walls
showing perlitic structure.Dark patches of
spherulitic groundmass between lithophysae.
X 8. Ordinary Light. Hamna Voe, Papa Stour.

Fig. 6. Interior of a lithophysa. Plumose aggregates
of branching felspar fibres. Ordinary Light.
X 30. Cribbie, Papa Stour.

PLATE VIII.

Fig. 1. Noup of Loss, Bressay. 592 feet high.

Fig. 2. West side of Foula, the Kame (1220 feet) in
the distance.

Fig. 3. Horn of Papa, Papa Stour. Intrusive Felsite
capped by bedded ashy sandstones.

PLATE IX.

Fig. 1. Eova Head Conglomerate. Hess of Sound,
Lerwick.

Fig. 2. B,ova Head Conglomerate. Mess of Burgi,
Dunrossness.

Fig. 3. Junction of Granite and Sandstone. Culswick
shore, Walls.

PLATE X.

Fig. 1. Mo Geo, Papa Stour. Intrusive columnar
Felsite overlying tuffs and lava.

Fig. 2. View north of Aesha Head, Papa Stour,
Junction.of Felsite and tuffs.

I

I
|
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PLATE X (contd).

Fig. 3. Ilirdie Geo, papa Stour. Felsite cutting
obliquely across the tuffs overlying the
lavas.

PLATE XI.

Fig. 1. Crush phenomena on the Bressay side of Noss
Sound.

Fig. 2. Nearer view of left-hand portion of Fig. 1,
showing crushed shale below (a), and
shattered sandstone above (b). At the
extreme left (c) a large block has been
pushed almost to the base of the clay.

Fig. 3. View to the right of Fig. 1, showing (a)
crushed shale below, passing into (b)
crushed shale with sandstone fragments, and
above (c) shattered sandstones.
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PLATE V.

I

Fig. 5. Fig. 6.



PLATE VI.

Fig. 3. Fig. 4".

Fig. 2.



■PLATE VII



PLATE VIII.

Fig. 1.

V

Fig. 2.



PLATS IX

Fig. 1.

Fig. 3.



 



PLATE XI



Fig. l. lo illustrate Crush Phenomena,.
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